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2 A.O.L. ATKIN AND F.G. GARVANWe now state the generating funtion R(z; q) for the rank. We haveR(z; q) =Xn�0Xm N(m;n)zmqn(1.5) = 1 + 1Xn=1 qn2(zq)n(z�1q)n ;(1.6)and(1.7) Xn�0N(m;n)qn = 1(q)1 1Xn=1(�1)n�1q n2 (3n�1)+jmjn(1� qn):Here we are using the notation(a)n = (a; q)n = (1� a)(1� aq) � � � (1� aqn�1);(1.8) (q)1 = limn!1(q)n;where jqj < 1.Below we state the generating funtion C(z; q) for the rank. If we amend thede�nition of M(m;n) for n = 1, then the generating funtion an be given as anin�nite produt. Aordingly, throughout this paper we assume(1.9) M(0; 1) = �1; M(�1; 1) =M(1; 1) = 1; and M(m; 1) = 0 otherwise:Then we have C(z; q) =Xn�0Xm M(m;n)zmqn(1.10) = 1Yn=1 (1� qn)(1� zqn)(1� z�1qn) ;(1.11)and(1.12) Xn�0M(m;n)qn = 1(q)1 1Xn=1(�1)n�1q n2 (n�1)+jmjn(1� qn):Equation (1.11) follows from [A-G, eq. (1.11)℄ and [A-G, Thm 1℄. Equation (1.12)then follows from [G1, eq. (7.20)℄.The main result of this paper is a fundamental partial di�erential equation (PDE)onneting the rank and rank generating funtions. See Theorem 1.1 below. LetR�(z; q) := R(z; q)(1� z) ;(1.13) C�(z; q) := C(z; q)(1� z) :(1.14)De�ne the di�erential operators(1.15) Æz = z ��z ; Æq = q ��q :



RELATIONS BETWEEN THE RANK AND THE CRANK 3Theorem 1.1. We have(1.16) z(q)21 [C�(z; q)℄3 = �3Æq + 12Æz + 12Æ2z�R�(z; q);and(1.17) z(q)21 [C(z; q)℄3 = �3(1� z)2Æq + 12(1� z)2Æ2z � 12(z2 � 1)Æz + z�R(z; q):We prove equation (1.16) in Setion 2. The Rank-Crank PDE (1.17) followseasily from (1.16) by using (1.13) and (1.14).Let N(k; t; n) denote the number of partitions of n with rank ongruent to kmodulo t. Then for t = 5 or t = 7(1.18) N(k; t; n) = 1t p(n); 0 � k � t� 1;for all n satisfying 24n � 1 (mod t). These ombinatorial results immediatelyimply Ramanujan's partition ongruenesp(5n+ 4) � 0 (mod 5);(1.19) p(7n+ 5) � 0 (mod 7):(1.20)Let M(k; t; n) denote the number of partitions of n with rank ongruent to kmodulo t. Then for t = 5, t = 7, or t = 11(1.21) M(k; t; n) = 1t p(n); 0 � k � t� 1;for all n satisfying 24n � 1 (mod t). These ombinatorial results again imply Ra-manujan's partition ongruenes mod 5 and mod 7, and in addition his ongruene(1.22) p(11n+ 6) � 0 (mod 11):There are many more rank identities. For example,(1.23) N(1; 5; 5n+ 1) = N(2; 5; 5n+ 1);and others for the moduli 5, 7, 8, 9, and 12. The results for 5 and 7 were all foundby Dyson [D1℄, [D3, p.53℄ and proved by Atkin and Swinnerton-Dyer [A-SD℄. Theresults for 8, 9, and 12, were found by Lewis [L1℄ and subsequently proved by Lewisand Santa-Gadea in a series of papers [SG1℄, [SG2℄, and [L-SG℄.There are similar identities for the rank. For example,(1.24) M(0; 8; 2n+ 1) +M(1; 8; 2n+ 1) =M(3; 8; 2n+ 1) +M(4; 8; 2n+ 1);and others for the moduli 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11. These were proved in [G1℄, [G2℄,and [G3℄.There are identities between the rank and the rank. For example,(1.25) M(4; 9; 3n) = N(4; 9; 3n);



4 A.O.L. ATKIN AND F.G. GARVANand others for the moduli 5, 7, 8, and 9. These results were proved in [G2℄, [G3℄,[L1℄, [L3℄, [L-SG1℄, and [SG1℄.In this paper we onsider linear relations modulo a prime p. There are ongru-enes for the rank to the moduli 11 and 13. For example,(1.26)2N(2; 11; 11n) +N(3; 11; 11n) + 7N(4; 11; 11n) +N(5; 11; 11n) � 0 (mod 11):Results of this type are due to Atkin and Hussain [A-H℄ and O'Brien [OB℄.It is a surprising fat that there is one analogous relation for the rank for everyprime p. This was a mystery to us until we realized that these rank ongruenesfollow from the identity(1.27) nXk=1 k2M(k; n) = n p(n);due to Dyson [D2℄, who gave a ombinatorial proof.There is an extra linear ongruene for the rank modulo p for p = 41, 53, 83,and 120667369.For eah prime p > 13 there are seven ongruenes involving both the rank andthe rank modulo p. For example,6N(0; 29; 29n+ 23) + 17N(1; 29; 29n+ 23) + 24N(2; 29; 29n+ 23)(1.28) + 18N(3; 29; 29n+ 23) + 17N(4; 29; 29n+ 23) + 14N(5; 29; 29n+ 23)+ 22N(6; 29; 29n+ 23) + 24N(7; 29; 29n+ 23) + 2N(9; 29; 29n+ 23)+ 15N(10; 29; 29n+ 23) + 19N(11; 29; 29n+ 23) + 18N(12; 29; 29n+ 23)+ 20N(13; 29; 29n+ 23) + 16N(14; 29; 29n+ 23)� 11M(0; 29; 29n+ 23) + 17M(1; 29; 29n+ 23) + 28M(2; 29; 29n+ 23)+ 26M(4; 29; 29n+ 23) + 6M(5; 29; 29n+ 23) + 28M(8; 29; 29n+ 23)(mod 29):These ongruenes ome from ertain exat relations between the rank and therank.For even j � 2, we de�ne Nj(n) =Xk kj N(k; n);(1.29) Mj(n) =Xk kj M(k; n):(1.30)The following is the simplest exat relation(1.31) N4(n) = �(2n+ 23 )M2(n) + 83M4(n) + (1� 12n)N2(n):In fat, there are polynomials Pk(n) of degree k � 1 and Qk;j(n) of degree k � j(for 1 � j � k) suh that(1.32) N2k(n) = Pk(n)N2(n) + kXj=1Qk;j(n)M2j(n);



RELATIONS BETWEEN THE RANK AND THE CRANK 5for k = 2, 3, 4, and 5. For k = 6 there is no suh relation. For k = 7 there is asimilar relation but with an extra term N12(n). See Theorem 5.1 below. The proofof these exat relations depends on the Rank-Crank PDE (1.17).We all the funtions Nj and Mj (de�ned in (1.29), (1.30)) rank and rankmoments, respetively. We de�ne the following generating funtionsRj = Rj(q) =Xn�1Nj(n)qn;(1.33) Cj = Cj(q) =Xn�1Mj(n)qn;(1.34)for even j. We �nd that(1.35) ÆjzR(z; q)��z=1 = � Rj ; j even;0; j odd;using (1.2) and (1.5). Similarly we �nd that(1.36) ÆjzC(z; q)��z=1 = � Cj ; j even;0; j odd:In Setion 2 we show how the Rank-Crank PDE (1.17) follows from a ertainellipti-funtion identity (2.3). In Setion 3 we prove some results for Eisensteinseries, modular forms and quasi-modular forms. In Setion 4 we show how therank moment funtions an be written in terms of Eisenstein series, and we derivesome results for the derivatives of rank moment funtions. In Setion 5 we showhow the Rank-Crank PDE and ertain results for the derivatives of Eisenstein serieslead to exat relations between rank and rank moments. As a bonus we show thatthe 23rd power of the Dedekind eta-funtion an be written in terms of rank andrank moments. In Setion 6 we onsider ongruene relations between rank andrank moments.



6 A.O.L. ATKIN AND F.G. GARVAN2. Proof of the rank-rank PDEThe rank-rank PDE follows easily from an identity in [A-SD℄. De�ne(2.1) J(z; q) := 1Yn=1(1� z�1qn)(1� zqn�1);and(2.2) S(z; �; q) := 1Xn=�1 (�1)n�nq3n(n+1)=21� zqn :Then(2.3)�3S(z�; �3; q) + S(z��1; ��3; q)� � J(�2; q)J(�; q) S(z; 1; q) = J(�; q)J(�2; q)(q)21J(�z; q)J(z; q)J(z��1; q) :This identity is equation (5.1) in [A-SD, p.94℄ and was one of the key identitiesrequired to prove Dyson's results for the rank modulo 5 and 7. We let g(�) denoteeither side of (2.3) as a funtion of �. By onsidering the right side of (2.3) we seethat g(�) has a double zero at � = 1 and that(2.4) g00(1) = 4(q)31 [C�(z; q)℄3 ;where C�(z; q) is de�ned in (1.14). We let h(�) be the sum of the �rst two termson the left side of (2.3); i.e.,(2.5) h(�) = �3S(z�; �3; q) + S(z��1; ��3; q):We �nd thath00(1) = 1Xn=�1(�1)nq3n(n+1)=2�6(3n2 + 3n+ 1)1� zqn + 4z(3n+ 2)qn(1� zqn)2 + 4z2q2n(1� zqn)3�= (6 + 12Æq + 6Æz + 2Æ2z)S(z; 1; q):(2.6)We let j(�) be the third term on the right side of (2.3)(2.7) j(�) = �� J(�2; q)J(�; q) S(z; 1; q):We �nd that(2.8) j00(1) = �20�1� 6Xn�1 qn(1� qn)21AS(z; 1; q) = �2(1� 6�1(q))S(z; 1; q);where(2.9) �1(q) = 1Xn=1 nqn1� qn :



RELATIONS BETWEEN THE RANK AND THE CRANK 7The funtions �j are de�ned below in (3.1). We de�ne(2.10) P (q) = 1Xn=0 p(n)qn = 1(q)1 :By di�erentiating logarithmially with respet to q we obtain the well-known iden-tity(2.11) ÆqP (q) = �1(q)P (q);or(2.12) Æq(q)1 = ��1(q)(q)1:The following identity is equation (7.10) in [G1℄:(2.13) zS(z; 1; q) = (q)1(�1 +R�(z; q)):We apply Æq to both sides of (2.13) and use (2.12) to �nd that(2.14) zÆqS(z; 1; q) = (q)1ÆqR�(z; q)� z�1(q)S(z; 1; q):Similarly we �nd thatzÆzS(z; 1; q) = (q)1ÆzR�(z; q)� zS(z; 1; q);(2.15) zÆ2zS(z; 1; q) = (q)1 �Æ2z � 2Æz�R�(z; q) + zS(z; 1; q):(2.16)Now(2.17) g00(1) = h00(1) + j00(1):Using (2.4), (2.6), (2.8), and (2.13){(2.16) this equation beomes(2.18) z(q)21 [C�(z; q)℄3 = �3Æq + 12Æz + 12Æ2z�R�(z; q):From (1.13) and (1.14) we �nd thatÆzR�(z; q) = ÆzR(z; q) + zR�(z; q)1� z ;(2.19) Æ2zR�(z; q) = Æ2zR(z; q) + 2zÆzR�(z; q) + zR�(z; q)1� z ;(2.20) ÆqR�(z; q) = ÆqR(z; q)1� z :(2.21)Using (2.19){(2.21) we an write (2.18) in terms of C(z; q) and R(z; q):(2.22) z(q)21 [C(z; q)℄3 = �3(1� z)2Æq + 12(1� z)2Æ2z � 12(z2 � 1)Æz + z�R(z; q);whih is the rank-rank PDE.



8 A.O.L. ATKIN AND F.G. GARVAN3. Eisenstein series, modular forms and derivativesFollowing Ramanujan [Ram, p.163℄ we de�ne(3.1) �j(q) = 1Xn=1 njqn1� qn = Xm;n�1njqnm = 1Xn=1�j(n)qn;for j � 1 odd and where �j(n) = Pdjn dj . As usual we let q = exp(2�i�) where� is in the omplex upper half-plane H so that jqj < 1. For n even the Eisensteinseries En(�) is de�ned byEn(�) = 1� 2nBn 1Xk=1�n�1(k)e2�ik� ;(3.2) = 1� 2nBn�n�1(q);where the Bernoulli numbers Bn are de�ned byxex � 1 = 1Xn=0Bnxnn! :Ramanujan [R, p.140℄ onsidered in partiular the Eisenstein seriesE2 = 1� 24�1;E4 = 1 + 240�3;(3.3) E6 = 1� 540�5:For even n � 4, En is a modular form of weight n for the full modular group� = SL2(Z) [Ran℄. E2 is not a modular form, but is transformed by the generatorsof � aording to E2(� + 1) = E2(�);(3.4) ��2E2(�1=�) = E2(�) + 122�i� :See [K, p.113℄. Ramanujan [Ram, p.165℄ found thatÆq(E2) = E22 �E412 ;Æq(E4) = E2E4 �E63 ;(3.5) Æq(E6) = E2E6 �E242 ;where Æq = q ddq :



RELATIONS BETWEEN THE RANK AND THE CRANK 9More generally, it is known that if f is a modular form of weight k then12Æq(f)� kE2fis a modular form of weight (k + 2). See [SD, p.19℄.Following Serre [S, p.88℄, we let Mk denote the vetor spae of modular formsof weight 2k. Then(3.6) dimMk = � [k=6℄; if k � 1 (mod 6);[k=6℄ + 1; otherwise;and the set(3.7) fEa4Eb6 : 2a+ 3b = k with a and b nonnegative integersgforms a basis for Mk. See Serre [S, p.88℄. Thus any Eisenstein series E2n (forn � 2) an be written in terms of E4 and E6. This an be done expliitly usingwell-known reurrenes. See [Ap, pp.12-13℄ and [B, pp.331-332℄.The graded algebra of modular forms is given by(3.8) M = 1Xk=0Mk = C [E4 ; E6℄:See Serre [S,p.89℄. We need to extend this algebra to inlude E2. We say that f isa quasi-modular form if it is in the algebra generated by E2 andM. We extend thede�nition of weight by de�ning the weight of E2 to be 2. Let n be a nonnegativeinteger. Then the spae of quasi-modular forms of weight � 2n is(3.9) En = 8<: nXj=0 fjEj2 : fj 2 n�jXk=0Mk9=; ;whih is learly a vetor spae over C . Below in Corollary 3.6 we give a basis forEn.Quasi-modular forms were �rst studied systematially by Kaneko and Zagier[K-Z℄. We need some independene results for modular forms and quasi-modularforms. The results for quasi-modular forms follow from [K-Z; Proposition 1(b),p.167℄. We have inluded proofs for ompleteness sine they are elementary andthe details of the relevant proof in [K-Z℄ are omitted.Lemma 3.1. Let n be a nonnegative integer. Suppose that(3.10) fk : H �! C ; where fk(� + 1) = fk(�); (0 � k � n)for all � 2 H, and(3.11) nXk=0 �kfk(�) = 0;



10 A.O.L. ATKIN AND F.G. GARVANfor all � 2 H. Then(3.12) f0(�) = f1(�) = � � � = fn(�) = 0;for all � 2 H.Proof. Suppose (3.10) and (3.11) hold. Let � 2 H be arbitrary but �xed. Then(3.13) nXk=0(� +m)kfk(�) = 0;for all integers m. Hene the polynomialp(z) = nXk=0 fk(�)zkhas in�nitely many zeros. The result follows. �Corollary 3.2. Non-zero modular forms of di�erent weights are linearly indepen-dent over C .Proof. Suppose that there are omplex onstants k suh that(3.14) nXk=0 kfk(�) = 0;for all � 2 H, where fk(�) is a modular form of weight k. We apply � ! �1=� toobtain nXk=0 k�kfk(�) = 0;for all � 2 H. The funtions fk satisfy (3.10) so by Lemma 3.1 we have0f0(�) = 1f1(�) = � � � = nfn(�) = 0;and the result follows. �Proposition 3.3. Let n be a nonnegative integer. Suppose that(3.15) f(�) := nXj=0 fj(�)Ej2(�) = 0;for all � 2 H, and f is a quasi-modular form of weight � 2n, so that eah fj is asum of modular forms of weight � 2n� 2j. Thenf0 = f1 = � � � = fn = 0:Proof. Suppose (3.15) holds and suppose for 0 � j � nfj = fj;0 + fj;4 + � � �+ fj;2n�2j ;



RELATIONS BETWEEN THE RANK AND THE CRANK 11where eah fj;k is a modular form of weight k. Hene(3.16) nXj=0 fj;0 + n�jXk=2 fj;2k!Ej2 = 0:Applying � ! �1=� we obtain(3.17) nXj=0 fj;0 + n�jXk=2 �2kfj;2k!��2E2 + ���j = 0;where(3.18) � = �6i� ;by (3.4). We rewrite (3.17) asnXj=0 fj;0 + n�jXk=2 �2kfj;2k! � j jX̀=0�j̀�� `E2̀�j�` = 0;whenef0;0 + �f1;0�(3.19)
+ 2nXm=20BBBBBBB� X0�j�n0�`�jj+`=m fj;0�j̀�E2̀�j�` + X0�j�n2�k�n�j0�`�jj+`+2k=m�j̀��j�`fj;2kE2̀1CCCCCCCA �m = 0:Sine the fj;k and E2 satisfy (3.10), by Lemma 3.1 we havef0;0 = 0;f1;0 = 0;(3.20) X0�j�n0�`�jj+`=m fj;0�j̀�E2̀�j�` + X0�j�n2�k�n�j0�`�jj+`+2k=m�j̀��j�`fj;2kE2̀ = 0; 2 � m � 2n:There are 2n+1 equations in (3.20). Eah fj;2k ours in some equation. We provethat(3.21) fj;2k = 0;for all j, k suh that fj;2k ours in the m-th equation of (3.20). We proeed byindution on m. The result holds for m = 0, and m = 1. Suppose it holds form < M where M is a �xed positive integer � 2n. We onsider the M -th equation.It is lear that if a term fj;2kE2̀ with ` � 1 ours in this equation, then fj;2k musthave appeared in a previous equation, and so is zero by the indution hypothesis.The remaining terms in the M -th equation all have ` = 0, and are true modularforms, and it is easy to see that they have di�erent weights. Hene they are allzero by Corollary 3.2, and thus the result holds for m = M , and so for all m with0 � m � 2n by indution. �



12 A.O.L. ATKIN AND F.G. GARVANCorollary 3.4. Let n be a nonnegative integer. The set(3.22) fEa2Eb4E6 : a+ 2b+ 3 � n with a, b,  nonnegative integersgis a basis for the spae of quasi-modular forms of weight � 2n.In the next setion we shall see that the rank moment funtions Ca an bewritten in terms of the �j but are not modular forms. Thus we need some resultsfor the �j . Using (3.3) and (3.5) we �nd thatÆq(�1) = 56 �3 + 16 �1 � 2�12;Æq(�3) = 710 �5 + 13 �3 � 130 �1 � 8�1�3;(3.23) Æq(�5) = 12 �5 + 142 �1 � 12�1�5 + 1021 �3 + 4007 �32:We de�ne the weight ! of a monomial �a1�b3�5 as(3.24) !(�a1�b3�5) = 2a+ 4b+ 6:It is lear from (3.3) that the monomial is a sum of quasi-modular forms of di�erentweights, the form Ea2Eb4E6 having the highest weight !. From (3.2), (3.3) and thefat the set in (3.7) forms a basis forMn, we see that for n > 1 there are onstants�b; suh that(3.25) �2n�1 = X0<2b+3�n�b;�b3�5:In the sum 2b+ 3 is positive sine �2n�1(q) = 0 for q = 0. For example,(3.26) �11 = 113 �63(�3 + 240�32 + 19200�33 + 200�52)� 50�5� :For n � 1 we let Vn be the C -vetor spae spanned by monomials �a1�b3�5 witha+ 2b+ 3 = n. We de�ne(3.27) Wn = nXk=1Vn;i.e.,Wn is the C -vetor spae spanned by monomials �a1�b3�5 with 0 < a+2b+3 �n. Using (3.23) and indution we an show that(3.28) Æq (Wn) �Wn+1;so that(3.29) Æmq (Wn) � Wn+m;for m � 0.



RELATIONS BETWEEN THE RANK AND THE CRANK 13Theorem 3.5. Let n be a nonnegative integer. The set(3.30) f�a1�b3�5 : 0 < a+ 2b+ 3 � n with a, b,  nonnegative integersgis a basis for Wn.Proof. The set in (3.30) spans Wn by de�nition. We show that the set is linearlyindependent, by showing a slightly larger set is linearly independent. By equation(3.3) and Corollary 3.4 the set of monomials �a1�b3�5, where 0 � a+ 2b+ 3 � n,spans En and the number of suh monomials is equal to dim En. Hene, thesemonomials form a basis for En and are linearly independent. �Corollary 3.6. For n � 1 dimVn = nXk=0 dimMk;(3.31) dimWn = n+ nXk=2(n� k + 1)dimMk:(3.32)Proof. The result follows from Theorem 3.5 and the fat that the set in (3.7) formsa basis for Mk. �We have the following table.k dimMk dimVk dimWk1 0 1 12 1 2 33 1 3 64 1 4 105 1 5 156 2 7 227 1 8 308 2 10 409 2 12 5210 2 14 66



14 A.O.L. ATKIN AND F.G. GARVAN4. Crank momentsWe now prove that the rank moment funtions Ca for a even an be written interms of P and the �j . From (1.11) we have(4.1) ÆzC(z; q) = L(z; q)C(z; q);where L(z; q) =Xn�1� zqn1� zqn � z�1qn1� z�1qn� ;(4.2) = Xm;n�1 �zmqmn � z�mqmn� ;so that(4.3) ÆjzL(z; q) = Xm;n�1 �mjzmqmn � (�m)jz�mqmn� ;and(4.4) ÆjzL(z; q)��z=1 = � 0; j even;2�j ; j odd:Assume a is even and apply Æa�1z to both sides of (4.1). Then(4.5) ÆazC =Xj �a� 1j �Æjz(L) Æa�1�jz (C):Setting z = 1 and using (4.4) and (1.36) we obtain the following reurrene(4.6) Ca = 2 a2�1Xj=1 � a� 12j � 1��2j�1 Ca�2j + 2�a�1 P:We ompute some examples.C2 = 2P �1;(4.7) C4 = 2P ��3 + 6�12� ;C6 = 2P ��5 + 30�3�1 + 60�13� ;C8 = 2P ��7 + 56�5�1 + 840�3�12 + 840�14 + 70�32� :Using indution and (4.6) we an show that for n � 1 there are integers �a1;a2;:::;�nsuh that(4.8) C2n = 2P Xa1+2a2+���+nan=n�a1;a2;:::;�n�a11 �a23 � � ��an2n�1:By (2.11) and (4.7) we have(4.9) C2 = 2ÆqP;or(4.10) M2(n) =Xk k2M(k; n) = 2np(n):A ombinatorial proof of (4.10) was found by Dyson [D2℄.We need the following



RELATIONS BETWEEN THE RANK AND THE CRANK 15Lemma 4.1. For m � 1, there exists a � 2 Wm suh that(4.11) Æmq (P ) = P �:Proof. We proeed by indution on m. From (2.11)(4.12) Æq(P ) = P �1;and the result holds for m = 1. Suppose the result holds for m = a; i.e.,(4.13) Æaq (P ) = P �;for some � 2 Wa. Then Æa+1q (P ) = P Æq(�) + Æq(P ) �;= P (Æq(�) + �1�);and the result holds for m = a + 1 sine Æq(�) 2 Wa+1 by (3.29). The result forgeneral m follows by indution. �We may alulate Æaq (P ) by using (4.12) and the reurrene(4.14) Æaq (P ) = a�1Xj=0�a� 1j � Æjq(�1) Æa�j�1q (P );whih is obtained by applying Æa�1q to both sides of (4.12). For example, we haveÆ2q (P ) = �16 P �6�12 � 5�3 � �1� ;(4.15) Æ3q (P ) = 112 P �36�13 � 90�1�3 � 6�12 + 7�5 + 5�3� :Theorem 4.2. For m � 0 and n � 1, there exists � 2 Wn+m suh that(4.16) Æmq (C2n) = P �;where Wk is de�ned by (3.27).Proof. Let n � 1. We proeed by indution on m. The result is true for m = 0using (4.8) and (3.25). The remainder of the proof is analogous to that of Lemma4.1. �We give some examples.Æq(C2) = �13 P �6�12 � 5�3 � �1� ;Æ2q (C2) = 16 P �36�13 � 90�1�3 � 6�12 + 7�5 + 5�3� ;(4.17)Æq(C4) = � 115 P ��90�1�3 � 21�5 � 10�3 +�1 + 540�13 � 60�12� :



16 A.O.L. ATKIN AND F.G. GARVAN5. Relations between rank and rank momentsLet a be even. After applying Æaz to both sides of the rank-rank PDE (2.22),setting z = 1 and using (4.9) we �nd thata=2�1Xi=0 �a2i� X�+�+=a�2i�, �,  even �0�a� 2i�; �; �C� C� C P�2 � 3 �2a�1 � 1�C2= 12(a� 1)(a� 2)Ra + 6 a=2�1Xi=1 �a2i��22i�1 � 1� Æq(Ra�2i)(5.1)
+ a=2�1Xi=1 �� a2i+ 2��22i+1 � 1�� 22i� a2i+ 1�+�a2i��Ra�2i:For a = 2 we obtain 0 = 0. For a = 4 we obtain(5.2) C4 + 6 C22P � C2 = R4 � R2 + 12 Æq(R2):Using (4.7), (4.17) and (5.2) we �nd that(5.3) �23 C2 � 2 Æq(C2) + 83 C4 = R4 �R2 + 12 Æq(R2);or(5.4) N4(n) = 23 (�3n� 1) M2(n) + 83 M4(n) + (�12n+ 1) N2(n);for n � 0.Similarly, for 2, 3, 4, and 5, there are polynomials Pk(n) of degree k � 1 andQk;j(n) of degree k � j (for 1 � j � k) suh that(5.5) N2k(n) = Pk(n)N2(n) + kXj=1Qk;j(n)M2j(n);for n � 0. For k = 6 there is no suh relation. For k = 7 there is a similar relationbut with an extra term N12(n). These relations are given in the followingTheorem 5.1. For n � 0 we have(5.6) N4(n) = 23 (�3n� 1) M2(n) + 83 M4(n) + (�12n+ 1) N2(n);N6(n) = 233 �324n2 + 69n� 10� M2(n) + 2033 (�45n+ 4) M4(n)(5.7) + 1811M6(n) + �108n2 � 24n+ 1� N2(n);



RELATIONS BETWEEN THE RANK AND THE CRANK 17N8(n) = 2913 ��72972n3� 1728n2 + 5667n� 289� M2(n)(5.8) + 280913 �732n2 � 195n+ 8� M4(n) + 84913 (�196n+ 15) M6(n)+ 1248913 M8(n) + ��864n3 + 360n2 � 36n+ 1� N2(n);N10(n)(5.9)= 25951847 �3588144480n4� 805458600n3� 398007108n2+ 56257647n� 1794592�M2(n)+ 1405951847 ��72270360n3+ 36826920n2� 3625245n+ 104002� M4(n)+ 2101983949 �1421544n2� 380744n+ 13519� M6(n)+ 1201983949 (�282435n+ 18796) M8(n) + 27242173M10(n)+ �6480n4 � 4320n3 + 756n2 � 48n+ 1� N2(n)N14(n) = 14505033323132497 ��655918847016750354240n6(5.10) + 584104439765983424400n5� 88193910587689930464n4� 51255985689606317364n3+ 12889219681488512844n2�1033571808069319887n+ 23432656561492057)M2(n)+ 3644505033323132497 �2544016408481081520n5� 2986029950270749200n4+ 1233083592931144500n3� 185464100558325420n2+ 12124758510318780n�229618708346923)M4(n)+ 728500559258125833 ��12932704022040180n4+ 11781511098477120n3� 3661921161131415n2+ 234233352768436n�7334109150929)M6(n)+364500559258125833 �3327634333443960n3� 2184561928177200n2+ 464283118670595n�12774042869566)M8(n)+ 20026030834435251 ��758615153688n2+ 404700708960n�24122003839)M10(n)+ 253885544642775349487 (n� 1) M12(n)



18 A.O.L. ATKIN AND F.G. GARVAN+ 139497552120667369M14(n)+ 1138 ��107775360n6+ 143700480n5�70752528n4+ 14978304n3� 1456488n2+ 64320n� 1045� N2(n)+ 91138 (�36n+ 13) N12(n)Proof. We �rst show that relations suh as (5.6){(5.10) must exist. For k � 1 wede�ne Tk = (2k � 1)(k � 1)R2k + 6 k�1Xi=1 �2k2i��22i�1 � 1� Æq(R2k�2i)+ k�1Xi=1 �� 2k2i+ 2��22i+1 � 1�� 22i� 2k2i+ 1�+�2k2i��R2k�2i;(5.11)i.e., Tk is the funtion on the right side of (5.1) with a = 2k. By onsidering theleft side of (5.1) and using Theorem 4.2 we have(5.12) Tk 2 P Wk;i.e., there is a � 2 Wk suh that(5.13) Tk = P �:For k � 1 we onsider the set of funtions(5.14) Ck = fÆmq (C2j) : 1 � j � k; j +m � kg � P Wk:Then(5.15) jCkj = k(k + 1)2 :For 1 � k � 5 we observe from Corollary 3.6 that(5.16) dimWk = k(k + 1)2 :Clearly,(5.17) dimP Wk = dimWk;for all k. Thus, for 1 � k � 5 there is a linear relation between Tk and the funtionsin Ck. For k = 1 the relation is T1 = 0, whih is trivial. For eah 2 � k � 5 wehave used maple to �nd this relation. This gives identities (5.6){(5.9). Corollary3.6 gives(5.18) dimW6 = 22:



RELATIONS BETWEEN THE RANK AND THE CRANK 19Sine jC6j = 21 there is no reason to expet an analogous relation for k = 6, andin fat alulation shows that the funtions in C6 together with T6 are linearlyindependent. We note that(5.19) T6; Æq(T6); T7 2 P W7:Lukily we have(5.20) dimW7 = 30; and dim C7 = 28;so there must exist a linear relation between the three funtions in (5.19) and thefuntions in C7. We used maple to �nd this relation and (5.10). �Although (5.5) does not hold for k = 6. There is a relation for k = 6 butinvolving an additional funtion. For an integer r de�ne pr(n) by(5.21) Xn�0 pr(n)qn = 1Yn=1(1� qn)r:It is well-known that(5.22) �(q) =Xn�1 �(n)qn =Xn�1 p24(n� 1)qn = q 1Yn=1(1� qn)24is a modular form of weight 12. See [S,pp.95{97℄. It follows that(5.23) P� =Xn�1 p23(n� 1)qn = q 1Yn=1(1� qn)23 2 PW6:By (5.18) and the fat that jC6j = 21 we see that there must be a linear relationbetween P�, T12 and the funtions in C6. We used maple to �nd this relation. Itis given in the followingTheorem 5.2. For n � 1 we havep23(n� 1) =(5.24) 1897196601564928 ��57917897540518785552n5+ 30652078276547889552n4+5952274737922797228n3� 2214892612179680256n2+ 188772676333745691n�4410708034409819)M2(n)+ 5224299150391232 �4089872889595634400n4� 3320629034843596140n3+593555423164294752n2� 40741028214970311n+ 815166233039851�M4(n)+ 137120607948928 ��4612652508217680n3+ 2500384365901740n2�190834728931028n+ 5730847932535)M6(n)+ 6524922127821248 �431597256867684n2� 112947999359631n+ 3472477850182�M8(n)+ 143600533200512 (�555655003092n+ 33496841951)M10(n) + 169861771919176 M12(n)+ 245997221213316336128 ��46656n5+ 45360n4 � 12096n3 + 1296n2 � 60n+ 1� N2(n)� 245997221213316336128 N12(n):



20 A.O.L. ATKIN AND F.G. GARVAN6. Congruene relations between rank and rank momentsIn the previous setion we onsidered exat linear relations between rank andrank moments. In this setion we onsider the analogous problem modulo p. Oneway to �nd suh relations is to examine the denominators of the rational numbersthat our in an exat relation. For example, if we multiply both sides of (5.7) by11 and redue modulo 11 we �nd(6.1) M6(n) � (2n+ 3)M4(n)� (n+ 8)2M2(n) (mod 11):We ould try the same sort of thing with (5.6). If we multiply both sides of (5.6)by 3 and redue modulo 3 we obtain(6.2) M4(n) �M2(n) (mod 3);but this relation is trivial sine k4 � k2 (mod 3), for all integers k.There is another way in whih a ongruene between rank and rank momentsmay arise. In (5.14) we de�ned the set Ck. Let k � 1. The set Ck seems to belinearly independent over Q. For small k and ertain primes p the set Ck is linearlydependent over Zp. For example, onsider the ase k = 3.C3 = fC2; Æq(C2); Æ2q (C2); C4; Æq(C4); C6g:We want to �nd ongruenes between the elements of C3. We onsider the 6 � 6matrix A whose (i; j)-th entry is the oeÆient of qi in the q-expansion of the jthelement of C3.A = 0BBBBB�M2(1) M2(1) M2(1) M4(1) M4(1) M6(1)M2(2) 2M2(2) 4M2(2) M4(2) 2M4(2) M6(2)M2(3) 3M2(3) 9M2(3) M4(3) 3M4(3) M6(3)M2(4) 4M2(4) 16M2(4) M4(4) 4M4(4) M6(4)M2(5) 5M2(5) 25M2(5) M4(5) 5M4(5) M6(5)M2(6) 6M2(6) 36M2(6) M4(6) 6M4(6) M6(6)
1CCCCCA

= 0BBBBB� 2 2 2 2 2 28 16 32 32 64 12818 54 162 162 486 145840 160 640 544 2176 832070 350 1750 1414 7070 32710132 792 4752 3300 19800 103092
1CCCCCAWe �nd that det(A) = �110361968640 = �217 � 37 � 5 � 7 � 11:Sine the determinant is nonzero the funtions in C3 are linearly independent. Ifthere is a linear ongruene for the funtions in C3 (mod p), then p will divide thisdeterminant. The ourrene of p = 11 is on�rmed by (6.1). We suspet thatthere may be a relation modulo 7. We �nd that(6.3) (n+ 2)M4(n) + (6n2 + 4n+ 1)M2(n) � 0 (mod 7);for all n. This is easily proved by writing the generating funtion of the left side of(6.3) in terms of P , �1, �3, �5:(6.4)(Æq+2)C4+(6Æ2q+4Æq+1)C2 = � 715 P �180�1�3 � 30�12 � 18�5 � 35�3 � 7�1�We have used both methods desribed above to obtain ongruenes between rankand rank moments. These are olleted together in the following



RELATIONS BETWEEN THE RANK AND THE CRANK 21Theorem 6.1. For n � 0 we have(6.5) (n+ 2)M4(n) + (6n2 + 4n+ 1)M2(n) � 0 (mod 7);(n+ 5)3M4(n) � �5n4 + 10n3 + 8n2 + 8n+ 9� M2(n) (mod 11);(6.6) M6(n) � 2(n+ 7)M4(n)� (n+ 8)2M2(n) (mod 11);(6.7) M8(n) � 2 (n+ 5) �n2 + 5n+ 10� M2(n) + 6 �n2 + n+ 1� M4(n) (mod 11);(6.8)
M10(n) � 4 (n+ 7) �n3 + 5n2 + 29n+ 32� M2(n)(6.9) + 39 (n+ 7) (n+ 14) (n+ 39) M4(n) + �6n2 + 34n+ 39� M6(n)+ 35 (n+ 13) M8(n) (mod 41);(n+ 7) (n+ 25) (n+ 31) �n2 + 28n+ 6� N2(n) + N12(n)(6.10)� �4n5 + 10n4 + 6n3 + 30n2 + 31n+ 33� M2(n)+ �n4 + 4n3 + 42n2 + 24n+ 30� M4(n) + 40 (n+ 10) �n2 + 32n+ 7� M6(n)+ 31 (n+ 13) (n+ 41) M8(n) + (n+ 11) M10(n) + 22M12(n) (mod 43);M10(n) � 36 (n+ 19) �n3 + 50n2 + 20n+ 36� M2(n)(6.11) + �52n3 + 28n2 + 26n+ 52� M4(n) + �36n2 + 11n+ 32� M6(n)+ 47 (n+ 17) M8(n) (mod 53);M8(n) � �10n3 + 73n2 + 40n+ 82� M2(n) + �72n2 + 23n+ 28� M4(n)(6.12) + 10 (n+ 41) M6(n) (mod 83);N12(n)� 367 (n+ 332) (n+ 487) (n+ 664) �n2 + 265n+ 155� N2(n)(6.13)� 352 (n+ 247) (n+ 734) �n3 + 147n2 + 597n+ 363� M2(n)+ 88 (n+ 530) (n+ 701) (n+ 709) (n+ 740) M4(n)+ 577 (n+ 114) (n+ 427) (n+ 682) M6(n) + �295n2 + 177n+ 674� M8(n)+ 271 (n+ 336) M10(n) + 654M12(n) (mod 797);



22 A.O.L. ATKIN AND F.G. GARVANM14(n) � �44976165n6+ 23584476n5+ 19728425n4+ 8711555n3+ 36781660n2(6.14) +70780973n+ 108798274)M2(n)+ 77429163 (n+ 4141548) (n+ 113894720)�n3 + 42853554n2+ 28914352n+100598975)M4(n)+ �12571854n4+ 82951807n3+ 9501843n2+ 38248242n+ 118847240�M6(n)+ 84218605 (n+ 53645347)�n2 + 6688335n+ 93582728�M8(n)+ 73449678 (n+ 40889782)(n+ 59666357) M10(n)+ 89188917 (n+ 120667368) M12(n)(mod 120667369):Proof. We have already disussed (6.5) and (6.7). (6.12) follows from multiplyingboth sides of (5.8) by 83 and reduing modulo 83. (6.6) and (6.11) follow frommultiplying both sides of (5.9) by 11 and 53 respetively. (6.14) follows from mul-tiplying both sides of (5.10) by 120667369 and reduing modulo 120667369. Theremaining relations follow by writing the generating funtions for di�erenes be-tween the left and right sides in terms of P , �1, �3, and �5, and heking that theoeÆient of eah monomial is divisible by the appropriate prime. �We may multiply both sides of (5.10) by 23 and then redue modulo 23 to �nd aongruene for rank and rank moments. A stronger relation follows from reduing(5.24) modulo 23 and using(6.15) Xn�1 p23(n� 1)qn = q 1Yn=1(1� qn)23 � q 1Yn=1(1� q23n) (mod 23);and Euler's pentagonal number theorem [An, p.11℄(6.16) 1Yn=1(1� qn) = 1Xn=�1(�1)nqn(3n+1)=2:This givesTheorem 6.2. For n � 0 we have4 �n2 + n+ 14� �n3 + n2 + 15� M2(n) + �10n4 + 2n3 + 8n2 + 21n+ 22� M4(n)+ 13 (n+ 18) �n2 + 21n+ 13� M6(n) + 5n (n+ 6) M8(n) + 15 (n+ 19) M10(n)+M12(n) + 12 (n+ 10) (n+ 14) (n+ 19) (n+ 20) (n+ 21) N2(n) +N12(n)� � (�1)k (mod 23); if n = 23k(3k � 1)=2 + 1;0 (mod 23); otherwise:Aknowledgement. We would like to thank the referee for alerting us to thepaper of Kaneko and Zagier [K-Z℄.
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